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Computers can be used to extract follow-up

statistics of families from files of routine records
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The term record linkage has been

used to indicate the bringing together

of two or more separately recorded

pieces of information concerning par
ticular individual or family Defined

in this broad manner it includes almost

any use of file of records to deter

mine What has subsequently happened

to people about whom one has some

prior information

The various facts concerning an in

dividual which in any modern society

are recorded routinely would if brought

together form an extensively docu

mented history of his life In theory at

least an understanding might be de
rived from such collective histories con

cerning many of the factors which op
erate to influence the welfare of human

populations factors about which we are

at present almost entirely in ignorance

Of course much of the recorded in

formation is in relatively inaccessible

form but even when circumstances

have been most favorable as in the

registrations of births deaths and mar
riages and in the census there has been

little recognition of the special value of

the records as source of statistics

when they are brought together so as to

relate the successive events in the lives

of particular individuals and families

The chief reason for this lies in the high

cost of searching manually for large

numbers of single documents among
vast accumulations of files It is obvious

that the searching could be mechanized

but as yet there has been no clear dem
onstration that machines can carry out

the record linkages rapidly enough

cheaply enough and with sufficient ac

curacy to make this practicable

The need for various follow-up studies

such as might be carried out with the

aid of record linkage have been dis

cussed in detail elsewhere and

there are numerous examples of im

portant surveys which could be greatly

extended in scope if existing record files

were more readily linkable Our

special interest in the techniques of rec

ord linkage relates to their possible use

for keeping track of large groups of

individuals who have been exposed to

low levels of radiation in order to de
termine the causes of their eventual

deaths see chap para 48
and ii for assessing the relative im

portance of repeated natural mutations

on the one hand and of
fertility

dif

ferentials on the other in maintaining

the frequency of genetic defects in

human populations see chap

para 36c
Our own studies were started as

part of plan to look for possible dif

ferentials of family fertility
in relation

to the presence or absence of hereditary

disease through the use of vital records

and register of handicapped children

The first step has been the development

of method for linking birth records

to marriage records automatically with

Datatron 205 computer For this pur

pose use has been made of the records

of births which occurred in the Ca
nadian province of British Columbia

during the year 1955 34138 births

and of the marriages which took place

in the same province over the 10-year

period 1946-55 114471 marriages

Fortunately these records were already

in punch-card forni as part of Cana

das National Index and from them

could be extracted most of the neces

sary information on names and other

identifying particulars An intensive

study of the various sources of error in

the automatic-linkage procedure has

now been carried out on approximately

one-fifth of these files

Technical Problems

One of the chief difficulties arises

from the unreliability of the identifying

information contained in successive rec

ords which have to do with the same

individual or married pair The spell

ings of the surnames may be altered

the first Christian name on one record

may become the second on another and

the birthplaces and ages may not be

correctly stated Much of the design

effort must be directed toward ensuring

that records can be linked in spite of

such discrepancies which in our files

occurred with frequencies of about 10

percent of all record linkages involving

live births and 25 percent of all link

ages involving stillbirths

second problem relates to ambigu
ous linkage in which it is uncertain

whether or not birth has arisen out of

particular marriage or where there

are two or more marriages any one of

which might be that of the parents

These problems tend to occur when the

husbands surname and the wifes maid

en name are both common in the region

studied but they can also be associated

with rarer family names as in the mar

riage of two brothers to two sisters and

in certain racial minority groups The

difficulty increases with the size of the

population under study

At first sight these considerations

might seem to preclude any extensive

use of automatic record linkage as

source of statistics since it is not at all

obvious that the rules of judgment as

exercised by human being can be

adapted to niachine use Also partially

mechanized record-linkage operations

have proved laborious in the past

Nevertheless satisfactory procedures

were eventually developed These began

with series of small-scale attempts to

link records visually and thus to gain

insight into the causes of any failures

The first of these studies was carried

out at the Bureau of Statistics by one

of us S.J.A and made use of one of

the standard phonetic name-coding sys

tems to reduce the undesirable conse

quences of spelling discrepancies in link

ing records of sibling stillbirths The

gradual evolution of the method since

that time has served to make it evident

that further refinements can undoubted-
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SINGLE SURNAMES ly be developed and that no limit to the

possible reliability of the linkages is yet

in sight

Methods

Of primary interest was the develop

ment of procedure which would be

fully automatic and free from piecemeal

operations which might later limit the

usefulness of the approach This aim

was achieved chiefly because the use of

computer made it possible to compare

each birth record in turn with all of

the marriage records in appropriate sec

tions of the marriage file Since groups

of marriages were sometimes scanned

number of times it is apparent that this

operation could not have been carried

out with conventional card-handling

equipment Thus without the computer
visual search through printed lists

would have been required to achieve

some of the linkages

To reduce the number of marriage

records with which the computer must

compare birth record it was decided

to make use of both the husbands sur

name and the wifes maiden name these

being present on both the marriage and

the birth cards The surnames were firt

reduced to phonetic codes consisting in

each case of the first letter of the name

followed by three numeric digits and

known as the Russell Soundex Code

the computer being used for the

coding operation The codes served two

purposes They were designed to remain

unchanged with many of the common

spelling variations and in the present

application were thus expected to bring

together linkable records which would

have been widely separated if arranged

in strictly alphabetic sequence The

coding also simplified the subsequent

use of the Datatron computer which is

essentially mathematical instrument

and works more readily with numbers

than it does with letters

The extent to which two surnames

are more efficient than one for identify

ing family group has probably not

been generally recognized Thus of the

various brides maiden names encoun
tered in the marriage file more than

half recurred in their coded forms
with frequencies in the range from 64

up to 1024 per l0 In contrast to this

nearly 80 percent of the pairs of family

names in their coded forms were

unique that is they occurred only once

in our file in that particular combina

tion and extremely few had frequencies

exceeding 4per l0 see Fig This
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Fig Top Frequency distribution of brides maiden names in Soundex coded form
from records of 114471 marriages in British Columbia for 194655 Bottom Fre
quency distribution of family-name pairs for married couples in Soundex coded form
from the same records Two East Indian names of which one is customarily passed from
mother to daughter and the other from father to son were omitted These occurred

together in the same combination in approximately 100 marriages



meant that we could mechanically com

pare each birth for the entire year with

all of the marriages using the same pair

of surname codes and that only rarely

would the number of code matchings

exceed one or two per birth

To enable the computer to decide

whether or not birth and marriage

relate to the same married pair use

must be made of other identifying par

ticulars We relied chiefly on six items

the full alphabetic family names of the

husband and wife limited to nine let

ters each their provinces or countries

of birth each coded as two-digit

number and their first initials In ad
dition the ages of the married pair were

available on our cards for all of the

birth records and for about half of the

marriage records that is for marriages

in the period 1951-56 the second ini

tials were present in the case of the

birth file and the name of the city or

place of the event restricted to six let

ters was available throughout both files

As mentioned earlier no one piece of

information was entirely reliable Usu

ally it was obvious on inspection that

the two events did or did not relate

to the same married pair but occasion

ally the decision was difficult For this

reason the computer had to calculate

probability that the couples were the

same or were different The operation

was performed automatically when the

files were first matched

The principle on which such prob

ability was based is fairly simple If

for example the province or country

of birth of both the husband and wife

agree on the two records these facts

may influence somewhat our belief that

these records relate to the same married

pair Of course the weight which one

attaches to the information will be small

if both have been born in the home

province of British Columbia but it will

be large if they happen to have been

born in let us say Switzerland and

New Zealand respectively To give this

mathematical form it is necessary to

know the frequencies for the various

birthplaces of brides and grooms and

these can be determined quite readily

either from published statistics or from

the files themselves

Similar reasoning can be applied to

any item of identifying information

and to both agreements and disagree

ments In order that the probabilities

may be added together they must be

converted to logarithms and it is con

ventional practice in information theory

to use logarithms to the base of the

probabilities expressed in the form of

the odds for or against The units

are known as binits Thus if the odds

were 16 to in favor of genuine link

age this would be represented as plus

binits and odds of 16 to against would

be minus binits It is convenient to

remember that value of 10 binits is

equivalent to odds of approximately

1000 to

For present purposes the probability

or odds associated with given agree

ment or disagreement may be obtained

in binit units from the expression

log2plog2p

where and are the frequencies

with which the agreement or disagree

ment occurs respectively in the linked

pairs of records and in pairs which have

been brought together by accident The

expression will have positive value in

the case of agreement and negative

value in the case of disagreement

As applied to agreements of initials

and birthplaces the expression can usu

ally be simplified without any great loss

of accuracy since the particular letter

or place should agree in the linked rec

ords almost as often as it appears in the

individual records and the chance of

fortuitous agreement will in most cases

be approximately the square of this

frequency By substitution expression

thus becomes

log Pg log PR2 log2 Pg

where is the frequency of the par
ticular initial or birthplace in the indi

vidual records
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Fig Top Frequency distribution of the probabilities in binits obtained on com
paring birth and marriage records having identical Soundex code pairs calculated with
out using ages based on records contained in the first fifth of the birth and marriage
files husbands surname beginning with or For this comparison only legiti
mate live births and marriages recorded in 195 1-55 period for which ages are avail

able were considered There were 2174 cases of genuine linkage and 1232 cases of

accidental Soundex agreement Bottom Same as above except that the ages were used
in calculating the probabilities



The approach also lends itself to com

parisons of the ages as stated on the two

records the lapse of time between the

two events and whether discrepancy

if present is slight or large being taken

into account Even such an unlikely

item as the place of the event can be

used if the marriage and the birth oc
curred in different places the fact car

ries little weight but if they occurred

in the same place provided it was not

the largest city in the province the fact

is important

The items from which the probabili

ties were calculated in our study were

the two alphabetic surnames the two

birthplaces the.two first initials the two

ages where these were given on the

cards and the place of the event For

possible future use the computer also

compared the birth order with the ap
parent duration of the marriage at the

time of the birth and wherever first

initial failed to agree the computer

looked for agreement between the first

initial on the marriage record and the

corresponding second initial on the birth

record

This sort of treatment can be adapted

to linking almost any types of records

where the information in common is

stfficient for the purpose Although

tables of probabilities in binits con

taining over 300 items were used in the

present study they did not exhaust the

capacity of the computers memory unit

The limiting factor is the discriminating

power inherent in the information sup

plied and it is apparent that additional

items of information can be of use even

where they are of limited reliability

The extent to which ages for ex

ample enable the computer to separate

the genuine linkages from the fortuitous

Soudex agreements can be seen from

the data of Fig In this case the num
ber of record comparisons falling in

the region from minus 10 to plus 10

binits where the degree of certainty is

less than 1000 to is reduced by

factor of when use is made of the

additional information

Reliability of the Linkages

Studies of the accuracy of the present

computer-handling procedures indicate

that about 98.3 percent of the potential

linkages are detected in the existing rec

ord files and that contamination with

spurious linkages is 0.7 percent

This degree of accuracy is consid

ered adequate for the statistical studies

which have been planned since the loss

of such small amount of data cannot

in itself constitute source of bias

Further both the losses and the con

taminations can be detected in the ma
jority of cases by means of subsequent

check on the continuity of birth orders

within families

Variations in the spelling of the fam

ily names occur in about to percent

of all linkages but the losses from this

source are reduced by the use of the

phonetic codings to approximately

third of that value see Table The

detection of such losses was accom

plished by the simple expedient of re

sorting the files in sequence which

ignored the suspect code but trusted

other identifying items the files then

being listed and examined visually This

operation could have been performed

by the computer and since the sixmain

identifying items all agree in about 90

percent of the linked pairs of records

see Table two additional arrange

ments of the files each of which ignored

one of the two Soundex codes would

be sufficient to reduce losses of this kind

from the present 1.6 percent to about

0.16 percent For the projected statis

tical studies such procedure would

hardly be worth while the computer

time being the limiting factor It might

become of value for other purposes

however as computer speeds increase

especially as it is customary for central

registry offices to keep two separate

listings of marriages for searching pur

poses arranged under grooms surnames

and brides maiden names respectively

Failure of the calculated probabilities

to make correct distinction contrib

uted few additional losses and few

spurious linkages These were detected

by comparing the full Christian names

as given on the original registration

forms wherever the calculated probabil

ity fell within the range from minus 10

to plus 10 binits Where age was used

in calculating the probabilities thje

were only one loss and four spurious

linkages from this source in sample
of over 2000 linkages see Table

Although this degree of accuracy is ade

quate for almost any purpose to make

further reduction in the number of

spurious linkages would not be dif
ficult

Table Surname spelling discrepancies

Discrepancies

Number of Total spelling affecting the

Name linkages discrepancies phonetic codes

in sample

No Percentage No Percentage

Husbands surname 3622 41 1.1 15 0.4

Wifes maiden name 3501 115 3.3 42 1.2

Combined 4.4 1.6

Based on visual linkages of births with masriages To detect spelling discrepancies in randon assortrnentcf
the family names of one partner use made of the parts of the files in which the family name of the

spouse began
with or Thus the two sansples of records each represented approximately 19 percent of the tolalfiles

Table Discrepancies in birthplaces and first initials

Number of Discrepancies

Category linkages

in sample- No Percentage

Birthplace of husband 2174 22 -1.0

Birthplace of wife 2174 21 1.0

First initial of husband 2174 60 2.8

First initial of wife 2174 83 3.8

Total
8.6

Total including surnames 11.4

Linkages having discrepancies in one or more of the six items 10.3

Discrepancies in computer linkages of records contained in the first fifth of the birth and marriage fileshut
bands surnames begiining with or only linkages of legitimate live births with marriages in the period
1951-56 for which ages were available were used For the total including surnames use was made of the data
from Table

Table Losses and spurious linkages due to

lack of sufficient identifying information which

occurred in the linkage reported in Table

Spurious

No of Losses linkages

Item linkages

in No Per- No Per-

sample centage centage

Age data

used 2174 0.05 0.23

Age data

not used 2174 0.2 26 1.2
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The contamination with spurious link

ages will tend however to vary in direct

proportion to the size of the marriage

le with which the births are compared

Thus in any future studies of larger

populations it might be desirable to

make use of additional identifying in

formation Christian names perhaps re

stricted to four letters each the city of

birth of the husband and of the wife

respectively likewise restricted to few

letters and the province and year of

marriage not shown at present on the

birth registration form would all be

suitable data for this purpose The last

of these three groups of items however

would be of special value in effectively

reducing the size of the marriage file

with which any one birth would have

to be compared and in this manner re

ducing the false linkages Occasional in

accuracies in the additional information

would not greatly alter its usefulness in

view of the nature of the handling pro

cedures

It is doubtful whether the present ac

curacy of the procedure can be matched

by that of conventional survey and in

terview techniques and its potential ac

curacy is certainly much greater than

that of conventional techniques

Speed of Record Linkage

By far the largest part of the effort in

this undertaking has gone into the prep
aration of the card files This has in

cluded in the case of the marriage cards

mechanical reproduction of the infor

mation contained in the existing Nation

al Index marriage cards for brides and

for grooms respectively on single card

of our own format Likewise part of

the contents of our birth cards was ob
tained by reproduction from existing

National Index birth cards but in this

case the maiden name of the mother and

number of other items were then

added from cards which had been espe

cially key-punched for the purpose The

family names on all cards in both files

were Soundex coded by means of the

computer and the files were sorted into

Soundex sequence by pairs of codes

and listed For the purpose of the initial

record-linkage study the part of the

marriage file for married pairs in which

the grooms surname began with

or approximately one-fifth of the

total file was transferred to magnetic

tape

This done the computer made the

necessary birth-to-marriage comparisons

when presented with the birth cards

matchings with respect to the pairs of

name codes being achieved .at rate of

approximately one comparison every

seconds About half of these code agree

ments represented genuine linkages JO
Subsequently the whole of the birth

and marriage files were put on magnetic

tape and linked automatically by the

computer

The initial steps would be largely

eliminated were the format of the cards

which are prepared routinely designed

with view to their possible use for

record-linkage purposes Also an im

provement in the rate at which the com
puter makes the comparisons can be

gained in later operations by limiting

the longer computations to the relative

ly small number of comparisons where

simpler tests are inadequate Some other

short cuts might well be effected in the

program if it were used sufficiently to

justify the time involved Such improve

ments can be thought of as reducing the

cost of record linkage in which com

puter rentals may be major item and

of increasing the ease with which sta

tistics can be derived from the linkage

process

The use of computer especially de

signed to handle alphabetic information

would further reduce the time required

for the linkages by virtue of this special

design alone and there are larger com

puters in which the basic logical steps

are more rapid by an order of magni

tude Thus the present rate of some

thing like one linkage every seconds

might be increased perhaps .20- or 30-

foldthat is to 200 or 300 linkages per

minute with existing equipment

It is difficult to guess to what extent

these speeds will be exceeded in the next

10 years or so However circuits have

been described in the literature in which

the basic logical steps take much less

time than those in any equipment at

present on the market 11 Research

with the more novel kinds of electrical

switching devices some of which are

not only fast but extremely compact

may extend the present limit by at least

another order of magnitude 12
Well before such equipment becomes

available however it should be possible

to develop the data-processing methods

by which record linkages are achieved

to the point at which the extraction of

wide variety of family and follow-up

statistics becomes practicable from any

records which are in an accessible form
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The rules of Soundex coding are as fol

lows ii The first letter of surname is Un-

coded and serves as the prefix letter ii
and are ignored completely iii

and are not coded but serve as sep

arators see below iv Other letters are

coded as follows until three digits have been

used up the remaining letters are ignored

coded coded coded

coded coded all other con
sonants coded

Exceptions are letters which follow letters

having the same code or prefix letters which

would if coded have the same code These

are ignored in all cases unless separator

see iii above precedes them

Since ages were available on only about half

of the marriage cards the average losses from

this cause were 0.12 percent of all linkages

and the
average spurious linkages were 0.7

percent When these are added to the losses

resulting from the Soundex discrepancies as

shown in Table the total loss is 1.72 percent
10 It is known that approximately 19 per cent of

the surnames in the marriage file begin with

or as determined from studies of

the frequencies of brides Soundex codes

Thus of the 114471 marrIage records and

34138 birth records approximately 21750
and 6500 records respectively were used in

Ihe initial linkage study In all 6375 compari

sons 3484 with positive binit values and 2891

with negative between birth records and mar
riage records having identical pairs of Soundex

codes were made by the computer Of these

418 20 positive and 398 negative related to

illegitimate births 2549 1285 positIve and 1264

negative related to legitimate births and to

1946-50 marriages and 3408 2179 positive and

1229 negative as determined by means of

ages related to legitimate births and to

1951-55 marriages Since age records were

available in the case of the 1951-55 marriages
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this latter group of 3408 comparisons was

used for detailed study of the reliability of

the machine linkage process Revised tables

of binit values were also derived from these

comparisons Two of the 3408 comparison

cards were removed because in each case one

of the ages was missing Of the remaining

3404 cards 2174 represented genuine linkage

2173 positive cards plus one negative card
and 1232 represented accidental Soundex agree-

ments positive plus 1228 negative cards
as judged by comparisons of the full Christian

names In all cases where the binit values feU

within the range from minus 10 to plus 10

It will be noted that of the 6500 births of

1955 which were studied 3484 54 percent

were from marriages contracted In British

Columbia during the 10-year period 1946-55

For description of the manner in which

visual record linkages as distinct from corn-

puter linkages were used to assess the losses

due to spelling discrepancies see footnote to

Table
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